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Final-state interactions in e1e2
˜t t̄˜bl1nb̄W2 near the top quark threshold

M. Peter* and Y. Sumino†

Institut für Theoretische Teilchenphysik, Universita¨t Karlsruhe, D-76128 Karlsruhe, Germany
~Received 4 August 1997; published 4 May 1998!

We calculate final-state interaction corrections to the energy-angular distribution ofl 1 in semileptonic top

quark decay, where the parent top quark is produced viae1e2→t t̄ near threshold. These are the corrections

due to gluon exchange betweent and b̄( t̄ and b) and betweenb and b̄. Combining with other previously
known corrections, we explicitly write down thel 1 energy-angular distribution including the fullO(as)

5O(b) corrections near thet t̄ threshold. Numerical analyses of the final-state interaction corrections are
given. We find that they deform thel 1 distribution typically at the 10% level. We also find that all qualitative
features of the numerical results can be understood from intuitive pictures. The mechanisms of various effects
of the final-state interactions are elucidated. Finally we define an observable which is proper to the decay

process of the top quark~dependent only ondG t→bl1n /dEldV l of a free polarized top quark! near thet t̄
threshold. Such a quantity will be useful in extracting the decay properties of the top quark using the highly
polarized top quark samples.@S0556-2821~98!04411-7#

PACS number~s!: 13.65.1i, 14.65.Ha
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I. INTRODUCTION

A futuree1e2 linear collider operating at energies arou

the t t̄ threshold will be one of the ideal testing grounds f
unraveling the properties of the top quark. So far there h
been a number of studies of the cross section for top qu

pair production near thet t̄ threshold, both theoretical an
experimental@1–19#, in which it has been recognized th
this kinematical region is rich in physics and is also apt
extracting various physical parameters efficiently, e
mt , as , G t , mH , gtH , etc.

While most of the previous analyses were solely co
cerned with the production process of the top quark, one m
also analyze the decay process in detail and extract s
important physics information. Especially the fact thatt and
t̄ are produced highly polarized in the threshold region
potentially quite advantageous for studying the electrow
properties of the top quark through its decay. Detailed inv
tigations of the decay of free polarized top quarks have
ready been available including the fullO(as) corrections
@16,20#. Close to threshold, however, these precise analy
do not apply directly because of the existence of correcti
unique to this region, which connect the production and
cay processes of the top quark. Specifically, these are
corrections due to gluon exchange betweent andb̄( t̄ andb)
or betweenb and b̄.

This type of corrections arises when the particles p
duced decay quickly into many particles, and are referre
as final-state interactions, rescattering corrections, or non
torizable corrections in the literature. They generally van
in inclusive cross sections@9–11#, but modify the shape o

*Present address: Institut fu¨r Theoretische Physik, Universita¨t
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differential distributions in a nontrivial manner@10,15,19#.
The size of the corrections is at the 10% level in thet t̄
threshold region, hence it is inevitable to incorporate th
effects in precision studies of top quark production and
cay near threshold. The same kind of effects has rece
been studied inW pair production@21–24#.

The first analysis of the top quark decay in the thresh
region was given as a part of the results in Ref.@19#. In that
paper, the mean valuênl & of the charged lepton four
momentum projection on an arbitrarily chosen four-vecton
in semileptonic top-quark decays was proposed as an ex
mentally observable quantity sensitive to top quark polari
tion, and this quantity was calculated including the final-st
interactions. Clearly, and also admittedly in that work, t
calculation of the differential distribution ofl 1 including the
final-state interactions has been demanded.

In this paper, we calculate these final-state interaction c
rections to the differential energy-angular distribution of t
charged leptons. We find that the corrections deform thel 1

distribution nontrivially at the expected level. Combinin
with other, previously known results, we write down the e
plicit formula for the l 1 energy-angular distribution includ
ing all O(as)5O(b) corrections near thet t̄ threshold.

Another aim of this paper is to present physical descr
tions of the final-state interactions which enable us to qu
tatively understand the features of our numerical resu
Such descriptions would be useful since the systematic
culation of final-state interactions based on quantum fi
theory is rather complicated, involving box- and pentago
type diagrams, and it is not easy to make physical sense
of the obtained final expressions. To our knowledge su
qualitative explanations have never been put forth, altho
corresponding theoretical calculations and numerical stu
have been partly available.

Finally we propose an observable which is proper to
decay process of the top quark near threshold. Since
final-state interaction connects the production and decay
cesses of the top quark, it destroys the factorization prop

i-
6912 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 6913FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONS IN e1e2→t t̄→bl1nb̄W2 . . .
of the corresponding production and decay cross section
order to study the decay of the top quark in a clean envir
ment, it would be useful if we could find an observab
which depends only on this process (dG t→bl1n /dEldV l of a
free polarized top quark!. In fact, such an observable can b
constructed, which at the same time preserves most of
differential information of thel 1 energy-angular distribu
tion.

In our numerical analysis we solve the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion numerically in order to include the QCD binding effec
near threshold. We follow both the coordinate-space
proach developed in Refs.@2,3# and the momentum-spac
approach developed in Refs.@4,5# in solving the equation,
and compare the results. There are small differences in
numerical results obtained from the two approaches, refl
ing the difference in the construction of the potentials
short distance.@The difference is formallyO(as

2), of the or-
der beyond our present scope.# This issue is also discussed

In Sec. II we introduce some notations to be used in la
sections. Section III contains the physical descriptions of
effects of final-state interactions. The results of the syste
atic calculation of final-state interaction corrections to thel 1

energy-angular distribution, as well as the complete form
for the distribution including allO(as)5O(b) corrections,
are given in Sec. IV. Section V shows various numeri
results and a comparison with the qualitative picture. W
define an observable proper to the top-quark decay proce
Sec. VI. Discussion and conclusion are presented in S
VII and VIII, respectively.

II. DEFINITIONS AND CONVENTIONS

We consider longitudinally polarizede1e2 beams
throughout our analyses.Pe6 denotes the longitudinal polar
ization of e6, and we set

x5
Pe12Pe2

12Pe1Pe2

. ~1!

We choose a reference coordinate system in thet t̄ c.m.
frame. Three orthonormal basis vectors are defined as

n̂i5
pe2

upe2u
, n̂N5

pe23pt ,

upe23ptu
, n̂'5n̂N3n̂i , ~2!

wherepe2 andpt represent thee2 andt momentum, respec
tively.

Our conventions for the fermion vector and axial-vec
couplings to theZ boson are

v f52I f
324qf sin2uW , af52I f

3 , ~3!

respectively. Certain combinations of these couplings will
useful below:
In
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a15qe
2qt

21~ve
21ae

2!v t
2d212qeqtvev td,

a252veaev t
2d212qeqtaev td,

a354veaev tatd
212qeqtaeatd,

a452~ve
21ae

2!v tatd
212qeqtveatd,

d5
1

16 sin2uWcos2uW

s

s2MZ
2 , ~4!

and

Ci
0~x!52

a21xa1

a11xa2
,

Ci
1~x!5~12x2!

a2a32a1a4

~a11xa2!2 ,

C'~x!52
1

2

a41xa3

a11xa2
,

CN~x!52
1

2

a31xa4

a11xa2
52CFB~x!. ~5!

Finally, we define

y5
MW

2

mt
2

, k5
122y

112y
. ~6!

The QCD enhancement of the top-quark production cr
section near threshold is incorporated through theS-wave
and P-wave Green’s functionsG̃(p,E) and F̃(p,E) of the
nonrelativistic Schro¨dinger equations in the presence of t
QCD potential. These functions are defined by

F2
¹2

mt
1VQCD~r !2~E1 iG t!GG~x,E!5d3~x!, ~7!

F2
¹2

mt
1VQCD~r !2~E1 iG t!GFk~x,E!52 i ]kd3~x!,

~8!

and

G̃~p,E!5E d3xe2 ip•xG~x,E!, ~9!

pkF̃~p,E!5E d3xe2 ip•xFk~x,E!. ~10!

One may obtain the Green’s functions either by first solv
the Schro¨dinger equations in coordinate space and taking
Fourier transforms of the solutions@3#, or by solving the
Schrödinger equations directly in momentum space@4#.

Various knownO(as) corrections to threshold cross se
tions can also be expressed in terms of the above Gre
functions. In Ref.@19# the following functions have been
defined, which are solely determined from QCD, to repres
various independent corrections. We will pursue the sa
conventions in this paper:
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6914 57M. PETER AND Y. SUMINO
w~p,E!5
@12CFas~mt!/p#

@122CFas~mt!/p#

p

mt

F̃* ~p,E!

G̃* ~p,E!
, ~11!

w
R
5Rew, w

I
5Imw, ~12!

c1~p,E!52CF•4pas~mB!

3E d3q

~2p!3

1

uq2ptu3
2ImF G̃~q,E!

G̃~p,E!
Gp

2
, ~13!

c
R
~p,E!52CF•4pas~mB!

3PrE d3q

~2p!3

1

uq2ptu3

pt•~q2pt!

uptuuq2ptu
2ReF G̃~q,E!

G̃~p,E!
G .

~14!

Here CF54/3 is a color factor;p5uptu and q5uqu, mB is
taken to be 15 GeV in our analyses. Equations~13! and~14!
differ slightly in their integrands from those defined in Re
@19#.1 The differences, however, can be regarded as hig
order corrections which are beyond the scope of our analy

III. QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF FINAL-STATE
INTERACTION EFFECTS

In this section a qualitative understanding of the effects
final-state interactions is explained. It is based on the cla
cal picture thatt and b̄( t̄ and b) attract each other due t
their color charges. We will see that all the following qua
tative features match well with our numerical studies p
sented in Sec. V. Moreover, the following argument w
help interpreting the formulas derived in the next section

A. Top momentum distribution

Let us first consider the effect of final-state interactions
the top quark momentum (uptu) distribution, wherept is re-
constructed from thebW1 momenta at timet→`. The en-
ergy of at t̄ system before its decay is given by

E5Et1Et̄ 1V~ ur t2r t̄ u!, ~15!

where

Et5mt1
pt

2

2mt
, Et̄ 5mt1

p t̄
2

2mt
, V~r !52CF

as

r
.

~16!

1In Ref. @19# the Coulomb propagator betweenb and t̄ (b̄ and t)
together with the color charges are replaced by the QCD pote
between two heavy quarks by hand2CF•4pas /uq2ptu2

→ṼQCD(uq2ptu). One advantage of Eqs.~13! and ~14! is that one
may convert them into one-parameter integral forms by explic
integrating overdVq @10,13#.
er
is.

f
i-

-

n

Supposet decays first and leta;(asmt)
21;(mtG t)

21/2 be
the typical distance betweent and t̄ at the time oft decay.
Then, just before the decay, the momenta oft and t̄ are
given by

uptu5up t̄ u;Amt@E22mt1uV~a!u#. ~17!

Their order of magnitude isasmt;(Bohr radius)21. If it
were not for the final-state interactions betweent̄ andb, and
if t̄ , b, andW1 traveled as free particles, the above m
mentum would be transferred to thebW1 system at timet
→`:

upb1pW1ut→`;Amt@E22mt1uV~a!u#. ~18!

Taking into account the final-state interaction~Coulomb in-
teraction! betweent̄ andb, the energy of thet̄ bW1 system
is given by2

E5Eb1EW11Et̄ 1V~ urb2r t̄ u!, ~19!

Eb5upbu, EW15ApW1
2

1MW
2 . ~20!

As depicted in Fig. 1, the tracks ofb and t̄ are deflected due
to the attraction between the two particles, which lose kine
energy asb flies off to infinity at the speed of light. The
classical equation of motion is given by

dpb

dt
52

dp t̄

dt
52

]

]rb
V~ urb2r t̄ u!. ~21!

Substituting the free particle solutionrb5vt1r0 on the
right-hand side and notingurb2r t̄ u.t, we may estimate the
size of the momentum transfer due to the attractive force3

udpbu5udp t̄ u;uV~r min!u, ~22!

where the minimum distance betweenb and t̄ is denoted as
r min . Typically r min;a, and we find from Eq.~22! that the

ial

y

2Here we neglect the interaction oft̄ (b) and the magnetic field

generated byb( t̄ ). This approximation is justified in the case of ou
interest; see Sec. IV.

3It corresponds to solving the equation of motion by a series
pansion ofas .

FIG. 1. Attractive Coulomb force betweent̄ and b ~from t
decay!. The momentum transferdpb52dp t̄ due to the attraction is
indicated by thick arrows.
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57 6915FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONS IN e1e2→t t̄→bl1nb̄W2 . . .
effect of final-state interactions on theuptu distribution is of
the order ofudptu;as

2mt . Obviously the effect is to reduc
uptu.

B. Forward-backward asymmetric distribution

Next we consider the cosute distribution of the top quark.
(u te denotes the angle betweent and e2 in the t t̄ c.m.
frame.! It is known that a forward-backward asymmetric d
tribution of the top quark is generated by the final-state
teractions@10,19#. We describe its mechanism here.

We consider the case wheret̄ decays first and examin
the interaction betweent and b̄. The t and t̄ pair produced
near threshold ine1e2 collisions have their spins approx
mately parallel or antiparallel to thee2 beam direction and
the spins are always oriented parallel to each other. In fac
leading order the polarization vector of the top quark is giv
by P5Ci

0(x)n̂i @25,17#. On the other hand, the decay oft̄

occurs via aV-A coupling, andb̄ is emitted preferably in the
spin direction of the parentt̄ , see Fig. 2. More precisely, th
excess of theb̄’s emitted in thet̄ spin direction over those
emitted in the opposite direction is given byk defined in Eq.
~6!. Now supposet and t̄ have their spins in then̂i direction.
Then b̄ will be emitted dominantly in then̂i direction. One
can see from Fig. 3~a! that in this caset is always attracted to
the forward direction due to the attractive force betweet

andb̄. The direction of the attractive force will be opposite
t and t̄ have their spins in the2n̂i direction @Fig. 3~b!#.

FIG. 2. Typical configurations in the decay oft̄ with definite
spin orientation. TransverseW2(WT

2) tend to be emitted in the

direction of thet̄ spin orientation, while longitudinalW2(WL
2) are

emitted in the opposite direction due to helicity conservation.

mt.175 GeV, t̄ decays mainly toWL
2 , henceb̄ is emitted more

in the t̄ spin direction.

FIG. 3. Attractive force betweent andb̄ when thet and t̄ spins

are oriented in~a! the n̂i direction and in~b! the2n̂i direction. The
momentum transferdpb52dp t̄ due to the attraction is indicated b
thick black arrows.
-

in
n

Thus, polarized top quarks will be pulled in a definite~for-
ward or backward! direction, and we may expect that
forward-backward asymmetric distribution of the top qua
;kCi

0(x)cosute is generated by the final-state interaction
Incidentally, a forward-backward asymmetric distributio

of the top quarks is also generated by the interference

tween theS-wave andP-wavet t̄ pair-production amplitudes
@6#. It is formally a quantity of the same order as the fina
state interaction near threshold, since it arises as anO(b)
5O(as) correction to the leading spherically symmetric d
tribution. Interestingly, we find that each cosute distribution
has quite a different physical explanation for its generat
mechanism, although it is a common feature that both or
nate from the interplay between QCD and electroweak in
actions.

C. Top quark polarization vector

The Coulomb attraction betweent andb̄ also modifies the
top quark polarization vector@19#. As we have seen previ

ously, in the t̄ decay,b̄ tends to be emitted in the directio
of the parentt̄ ’s spin direction~Fig. 2!. We then find from
Fig. 3 that if thet and t̄ spins are oriented in then̂i direction,
t will be attracted to the forward direction due to the attra
tion by b̄, and oppositely attracted to the backward directi
if the t and t̄ spins are in the2n̂i direction. This means tha
in the forward region (cosute.1) the number oft ’s with spin
in the n̂i direction increases whereas in the backward reg
the number of those with spin in the opposite direction
creases. Or equivalently, then̂i component of the top quark
polarization vector increases in the forward region and
creases in the backward region. We may thus conjecture
the top quark polarization vector is modified asdP
;k cosuten̂i due to the interaction betweent and b̄.

D. l 1 energy-angular distribution

Finally let us examine the effect of the Coulomb attra
tion betweenb and t̄ on the l 1 energy-angular distribution
in the semileptonic decay oft. Theb quark fromt decay will
be attracted in the direction oft̄ due to the Coulomb inter-
action between these two particles. We show schematic
typical configurations of the particles in the top quark sem
leptonic decay in Fig. 4. It can be seen that if the probabi
for b being emitted in thet̄ direction increases, correspond
ingly the probability for particularl 1 energy-angular con-

r

FIG. 4. Typical configurations of the particles in semilepton

decay oft when theb quark is emitted in thet̄ direction. Due to the
boost byW1, the energy-angle correlation ofl 1 will be either ‘‘El

is small andl 1 emitted in2pt direction’’ or ‘‘ El is large andl 1

emitted inpt direction.’’
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6916 57M. PETER AND Y. SUMINO
figurations increases. These configurations are either ‘‘El is
small andl 1 emitted in2pt direction’’ or ‘‘ El is large and
l 1 emitted inpt direction.’’

IV. l 1 ENERGY-ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

We present the formulas for the charged lepton ener
angular distribution in the decay of a top quark that is p
duced viae1e2→t t̄ near threshold. In the following,xl
52El /mt and V l , respectively, denote the normalized e
ergy and the solid angle of the charged lepton as define
the rest frame of the parent top quark. For simplicity w
neglect the decay ofW2 in our calculations.

A. Factorizable part

It is well known that the contribution of the Born-typ
~reducible! diagram~Fig. 5! to the differential distribution of
t and l 1 has a form where the production and decay p
cesses of the top quark are factorized:

dsBorn~e1e2→t t̄→bl1nb̄W2!

d3ptdxldV l

5
dsBorn~e1e2→t t̄ !

d3pt

3
1

G t

dG t→bl1n~PBorn!

dxldV l
. ~23!

The above form holds true even includingO(as)5O(b)
corrections to each vertex and propagator in the Born-t
diagram. Here,G t @26,27# and dG t→bl1n(PBorn)/dxldV l
@28,16#, respectively, are the width of a free top quark a
the charged lepton (l 1) energy-angular distribution in th
decay of a free polarized top quark, both including the c
responding fullO(as) corrections. Near threshold, the to
quark production cross section for longitudinally polariz
e1e2 beams is given by@17,19#

dsBorn~e1e2→t t̄ !

d3pt

5
ds t t̄

0

d3pt

@112CFB~x!w
R
~p,E!cosu te#,

~24!

FIG. 5. Born-type diagram for the processe1e2→t t̄

→bl1nb̄W2.
y-
-

in

-

e

-

ds t t̄
0

d3pt

5
Nca

2G t

4pmt
4 ~12Pe1Pe2!~a11xa2!

3S 12
4CFas~mt!

p D uG̃~p,E!u2. ~25!

Here, a is the fine structure constant andNc53. PBorn

5Pin̂i1P'n̂'1PNn̂N represents the polarization vector of
top quark produced via the Born-type diagram~Fig. 5! near
threshold. The components are given by

Pi~pt ,E,x!5Ci
0~x!1Ci

1~x!w
R
~p,E!cosu te , ~26!

P'~pt ,E,x!5C'~x!w
R
~p,E!sin u te , ~27!

PN~pt ,E,x!5CN~x!w
I
~p,E!sin u te . ~28!

Let us review briefly how to derive the factorized form
the differential distribution, Eq.~23!. First, in calculating the
fully differential cross sectionds/dF5(bl1nb̄W2), one
may replace the top quark momentum by an on-shell fo
vector as

pt
m5~pt

0 ,pt!→ p̃ t
m5~Apt

21mt
2,pt! ~29!

in vertices and propagator numerators~but not in propagator
denominators!. The replacement is justified because ne
threshold relevant kinematical configurations are determi
by

pt
02mt;as

2mt , uptu;asmt ~30!

so that the replacement induces differences only atO(as
2),

and also because we will not be concerned with thept
0 de-

pendence of the cross section. Then, one may use the fol
ing identity to factorize the spinor traces that appear in
fully differential cross section into their production and d
cay parts:For an arbitrary 434 spinor matrix G and for a

four-vector p̃t
m satisfying p̃t

25mt
2 ,

p”̃ t1mt

2mt
G

p”̃ t1mt

2mt
5

p”̃ t1mt

2mt

12P” g5

2
C, ~31!

where the four-vectorPm and the constant C are determine

from G and p̃t
m via the relation

12P•s

2
C5TrF p”̃ t1mt

2mt
G

p”̃ t1mt

2mt

12s”g5

2
G , ~32!

provided sm andPm satisfys• p̃ t5P• p̃ t50.
One may also factorize the phase space as

dF5~g*→bl1nb̄W2!

5
d4pt

~2p!4
dF3~ t*→bl1n!dF2~ t̄ *→b̄W2!, ~33!

dF3~ t*→bl1n!5S 1

4p D 5

dxldV ldpW
2 dfbl , ~34!
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wherepW
2 is the invariant-mass-squared ofl 1n, andfbl de-

notes the azimuthal angle ofb aroundl 1 in the top quark
rest frame. Then one integrates overdpW

2 ,

dfbl , dF2(b̄W2), anddpt
0/(2p); the integration overpW

2

is trivial since we use the narrow-width approximation f
W1, the integration overdfbl is also trivial since the fully
differential cross section is independent offbl , the integra-
tion over theb̄W2 phase space merely replaces theb̄W2

wave functions byG t , thept
0/(2p) integration is straightfor-

ward.

B. Final-State Interaction Corrections

Corrections due to the final-state interactions~rescattering
corrections! that originate from the irreducible diagrams~a!–
~d! in Fig. 6 are important particularly in the threshold r
gion. In fact their contributions are counted asO(as)
5O(b) corrections to the leading threshold enhancem
@10#. We calculate the effect of each diagram on thel 1

energy-angular distribution. We chose Coulomb gauge
the QCD part in our calculations.

The contribution of diagram~a! ~exchange of one Cou
lomb gluon betweent andb̄) can be regarded, after integra

FIG. 6. Diagrams for final-state interactions fore1e2→t t̄

→bl1nb̄W2: ~a! Coulomb-gluon exchange betweent and b̄, ~b!

Coulomb-gluon exchange betweent̄ andb, ~c! Coulomb-gluon ex-

change betweenb and b̄, and ~d! transverse-gluon exchange b

tweenb and b̄.
t

r

ing over theb̄W2 phase space, as a correction to the prod
tion process of t. Thus, the production cross sectio
dsBorn(e

1e2→t t̄ )/d3pt and the polarization vectorPBorn of
the top quark receive corrections by this diagram, wher
the decay distributiondG t→bl1n(PBorn)/dxldV l remains un-
affected~except for the modification ofPBorn). In fact the
contribution of this diagram can be incorporated by the f
lowing substitutions in Eq.~23!:

dsBorn~e1e2→t t̄ !

d3pt

→
dsBorn~e1e2→t t̄ !

d3pt

~11da!,

~35!

PBorn→PBorn1dPa ~36!

with

da5
1

2
@c1~p,E!1kCi

0c
R
~p,E!cosu te#, ~37!

dPa5
1

2
@12~Ci

0!2#kc
R
~p,E!cosu te•n̂i .

~38!

The derivation of the formula goes as follows. Since t
relevant kinematical configuration lies in the soft-gluon r
gion, we can use soft-gluon approximation and factor out
part that depends on the loop-momentumqm ~the propagators
of the gluonb̄, t, and t̄ together with the loop integral!
outside the spinor structure, while the remaining part is si
lar to the fully differential cross section of the Born-typ
diagram. The latter part is factorized as before. Due to
soft-gluon factor~the factor pulled outside!, at this stage we
may interpret that the production cross section and polar
tion vector of top quark get corrections that depend ont and
b̄ momenta. Integrations overdpW

2 anddfbl are the same as
for the Born-type diagram. For integrations ov
dF2(b̄W2), dpt

0/(2p), and dq0/(2p), we follow the
method described in Ref.@10#, Appendix D. We are thus led
to Eqs.~36!–~38!.

Diagram~b! ~exchange of one Coulomb gluon betweent̄
andb) in Fig. 6 gives a correction that connects the produ
tion and decay processes of the top quark. In fact one m
incorporate the contribution of this diagram by multiplyin
Eq. ~23! by a factor@11j(p,E,xl ,cosult)#, where
a

j~p,E,xl ,cosu l t !5CF•4pas~mB!E d3q

~2p!3

1

uq2ptu3
ReF G̃* ~q,E!

G̃* ~p,E!
E

0

2pdfbl

2p

uq2ptu

n̂b•~q2pt!1 i e
G . ~39!

n̂b denotes the unit vector in the direction ofb. After integration overdVqdfbl , one may reduce the expression to
one-parameter integral form as

j~p,E,xl ,cosu l t !5CF•4pas~mB!E
0

`

dqH wRReF G̃* ~q,E!

G̃* ~p,E!
G1wI ImF G̃* ~q,E!

G̃* ~p,E!
G J ~40!

with
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wR5
1

4p2

q

p22q2
$u~z1

2 21!cosh21uz1u2u~z2
2 21!cosh21uz2u%, ~41!

wI5
1

4p2

q

up22q2u
$pu@~11z1!~11z2!#2u~12z1

2 !cos21~z1!2u~12z2
2 !cos21~z2!%, ~42!

z65
q/p6 cosuWlcosu l t

sin uWlsin u l t
, cosuWl5

11y

12y
2

2y

xl~12y!
, cosu l t5

pt•pl

uptuupl u
. ~43!
e

in

d

s
m
s,
io
pr
e

n
-

a-

r
-

-

xi-
ion
Here,uWl represents the angle betweenW1 and l 1 in the t
rest frame~given as a function ofxl); u l t represents the angl
betweent and l 1 in the t t̄ c.m. frame4 (0<uWl ,u l t<p).
The inverse functions cosh21 and cos21 in the above formu-
las take their values within@0,̀ ) and @0,p#, respectively.
u(x) is the unit step function. It is understood that the pr
cipal value should be taken in the integration of thewR term
asp→q.

We derived Eqs.~39! and ~40! in the following manner.
As in diagram~a!, we used the soft-gluon approximation an
factored out a soft-gluon factor~loop integral of the propa-
gators of gluonb, t, and t̄ ). The remaining part is same a
the fully differential cross section of the Born-type diagra
except for thet and t̄ propagators and Green’s function
which is again factorized. This time, however, the correct
cannot be interpreted as associated with the top quark
duction process since the soft-gluon factor depends on thb

momentum. The integrations overdpW
2 anddF2(b̄W2) are

the same as those for the Born-type diagram. The functioj
given in Eq. ~39! is essentially the soft-gluon factor inte
om

-

-

n
o-

grated overdpt
0/(2p), d4q/(2p)4, anddfbl . Finally, to

derive Eq.~40! from ~39!, it is simpler to integrate overdVq
beforedfbl .

Two noteworthy properties ofj(p,E,xl ,cosult) are~1! its
l 1-angular dependence enters only through cosult and is in-
dependent of the angle from thee2 beam direction or from
the top quark polarization vector and~2! it is purely deter-
mined by the QCD interaction and free of the coupling p
rameters of electroweak interactions~excepty). As a non-
trivial cross check of the formula~40!, we integratedj
3G t

21dG t→bl1n /dxldV l over the lepton energy-angula
variables *dxldV l analytically and reproduced the one
parameter integral formula@10,13# for the final-state interac-
tion correction@from diagram~b!# to the top quark three-
momentum distribution.

The contribution of diagram~c! ~exchange of one Cou
lomb gluon betweenb and b̄) vanishes within our approxi-
mation. We show it in steps. Using the soft-gluon appro
mation, the contribution of this diagram to the cross sect
can be written as
dsc

d3ptdxldV l

5E dpt
0

~2p!
dpW

2 dfbldF2~ b̄W2!
1

~2p!3

1

~4p!5
3T

3 iCF•4pasE d4k

~2p!4
@D~pt!1D~p t̄ !#@D* ~pt1k!1D* ~p t̄ 2k!#

3G̃~p,E!G̃* ~ upt1ku,E!
1

k02n̂b•k2 i e

1

2k01n̂b̄•k2 i e

1

uku2
1c.c., ~44!
e
wherekm is the gluon momentum and

D~pt!5
1

pt
02mt2pt

2/2mt1 iG t/2
~45!

denotes the nonrelativistic top-quark propagator.T is the
contraction of hadronic and leptonic tensors resulting fr
the spinor traces after a soft-gluon factor~the second and
third lines! is taken out. It coincides with the fully differen

4Within our approximation, there is no distinction between cosult

and2cosul t̄ , whereu l t̄ denotes the angle betweent̄ andl 1 in the
t rest frame.
tial cross section of the Born-type diagram except for tht
and t̄ propagators and Green’s functions; henceT is real.
Next we integrate overdpt

0/(2p), dk0/(2p) and dVk .
Let us define

I ~k,n̂b ,n̂b̄![E dpt
0

~2p!

dk0

~2p!
@D~pt!1D~p t̄ !#@D* ~pt1k!

1D* ~p t̄ 2k!#
1

k02n̂b•k2 i e

1

2k01n̂b̄•k2 i e

.
1

~ n̂b2n̂b̄!k1 i e
S 1

n̂b•k1 iG t

1
1

2n̂b̄•k1 iG t
D .
~46!
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Noting that the contribution of diagram~c! to the cross sec
tion comes solely from the gluon momentum region

k0, uku;as
2mt , ~47!

we keep uku within this region. Then we may substitut
G̃* (upt1ku,E)→G̃* (p,E) in Eq. ~44! since the difference is
higher order, and find

dsc

d3ptdxldV l

5E dpW
2 dfbldF2~ b̄W2!

1

~2p!6

1

~4p!5
3T

3 iCF•4pasuG̃~p,E!u2E
uku;as

2mt

uku2duku

3
1

uku2E dVkI ~k,n̂b ,n̂b̄!1c.c. ~48!

It is easy to see that*dVkI (k,n̂b ,n̂b̄) is real using the sym-
metry of dVk under k→2k. Thus, we conclude
dsc /d3ptdxldV l50 in our approximation.

In fact the same proof can be applied to show quite g
erally that the contribution of diagram~c! vanishes atO(as)
providedone calculates a cross section where the top qu
energy is integrated out; for example, the top quark thr
momentum distribution. This is no longer the case when
considers a cross section that depends explicitly on the
quark energy; for example, the top quark four-moment
distribution. Then the diagram in questiondoescontribute.

One can also show in a similar way that the kinemati
regions Eq.~47! in diagrams~a! and~b! do not contribute to
the cross sectionds/d3ptdxldV l and that only the gluon
momentum region whereuku;asmt@G t is relevant. We took
advantage of this fact in deriving Eqs.~36!–~40!.

It can be shown using similar techniques that the con
bution of diagram~d! ~exchange of one transverse gluon b
tweenb andb̄) gets canceled when it is added to that of t
corresponding real-gluon emission diagram@interference of
diagrams~e! and~f! in Fig. 7#. This cancellation is consisten
with the same cancellation that was found in the calculat
-

rk
-
e
p

l

i-
-

n

of the top quark momentum distribution@10#. The contribu-
tion from each of these diagrams comes from the gluon m
mentum regionuku&as

2mt and is in fact logarithmically di-
vergent due to a soft-gluon singularity. The cancellations
the final-state interaction corrections at the various levels
inclusive cross sections are summarized in Sec. VII.

Now let us compare our formulas and the argument giv
in the previous section. In Secs. III B and III C, the parit
violating nature of the electroweak interactions in top p
duction and decay played an essential role, while this w
not the case in Secs. III A and III D. We find that corr
spondingly the cosute term of da and dPa contain elec-
troweak coupling parameters~throughCi

0), while the sym-
metric term ofda andj are independent of these electrowe
parameters. More precisely, the cosute term of da anddPa
have the forms anticipated in Secs. III B and III C, respe
tively, if the function cR(p,E) is positive. Indeed, the nu
merical evaluation in Ref.@19# shows thatcR(p,E)*0 holds
in the entire threshold region. Besides, an additional coe
cient @12(Ci

0)2# in dPa can be understood within our pre
vious argument in the extreme casesCi

0561. Namely, if the
top quark is 100% polarized, there will be no contaminati
from the opposite spin so that the correction should dis
pear. It may be interesting to note that the final-state inter
tion corrections to the polarization vector vanishes for
ideally polarized top quarksCi

0561.

C. Formula including full O„as… corrections

In summary, the energy-angular distribution ofl 1 includ-
ing full O(as)5O(b) corrections can be cast into the form

FIG. 7. Diagrams for real-gluon emission processe1e2→t t̄

→bl1nb̄W2g.
ds~e1e2→t t̄→bl1nb̄W2!

d3ptdxldV l

5
ds~e1e2→t t̄ !

d3pt

1

G t

dG t→bl1n~P!

dxldV l
~11j! ~49!

with

ds~e1e2→t t̄ !

d3pt

5
ds t t̄

0

d3pt
F11

1

2
c11S 2CFBwR1

k

2
Ci

0cRD cosu teG , ~50!

P5PBorn1dPa . ~51!
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The above distribution is obtained as the sum of the cr
sections for e1e2→t t̄→bl1nb̄W2 and e1e2→t t̄

→bl1nb̄W2g. An independent emission of a gluon from th
t or t̄ side has been included in Eq.~23!, while the interfer-
ence of both has been incorporated in conjunction with
final-state interaction diagram~d! in Sec. IV B.

Experimentally the top quark four-momentumpt
m will

necessarily be reconstructed from theb̄W2 system in the
study of thel 1 distribution. For the case with a gluon in th
final state, we assign the ‘‘top quark momentum’’ as

case~A!:pt[~pe21pe1!2~pb̄1pW21pg!

if ~pb̄1pW21pg!22mt
2&mtG t ,

case~B!:pt[~pe21pe1!2~pb̄1pW2!

if ~pb̄1pW2!22mt
2&mtG t .

~See, however, the discussion in Sec. VII.! In other kinemati-
cal configurations the cross section is suppressed. Exp
mentally there will be a corresponding cut in theb̄W2 in-
variant mass. If both conditions in cases~A! and ~B! are
satisfied simultaneously, the gluon should necessarily
soft, and there will be no difference within our approxim
tion between the cross sections corresponding to the ab
two assignments of the top quark momentum.

One comment is in order here. In defining the ‘‘re
frame’’ of a top-quark in the study ofl 1 distribution, one
may use eitherpt

m or p̃ t
m @defined in Eq.~29!#. The difference

of the cross sections based on the two definitions is ofO(as
2)

which is beyond the scope of our approximations. Thus,
cross sections defined in both definitions should be meas
in experiment and compared. It will serve as a cross ch
for the stability of our prediction.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we examine the effects of the final-st
interaction corrections on thel 1 energy-angular distribution
numerically, and compare the results with the qualitative
gument given in Sec. III. The numerical results are obtain
using both the coordinate-space approach developed in R
@2,3# and the momentum-space approach developed in R
@4,5#. Conventionally these two approaches have been u
independently by different groups, and this is the first time
make a direct comparison of the cross sections calculate
both approaches. Some of the produced results are slig
different. We setmt5175 GeV, as(MZ)50.118, Pe1

50, anda51/128 in all our analyses.
We first examine the contribution of diagram~a! in Figs.

6 ~Coulomb interaction betweent and b̄) as given in Eqs.
~36!–~38!. Shown in Fig. 8 are the top quark momentu
distribution ds/duptu for various c.m. energies measure
from the lowest-lying resonance5 DE5As2M1S . This is

5M1S is defined as the real part of the position of the lowest-ly
resonance pole in the complex energy plane. The energy meas
from M1S is more convenient than the energy measured from
ss

e

ri-

e

ve

t

e
ed
k

e

r-
d
fs.
fs.
ed
o
in
tly

calculated from the top quark production cross section
~36!. As expected, the top quark momentum is reduced. T
effects are half in magnitude as compared to the final-s
interaction corrections given in Refs.@10,19# since only the
interaction betweent and b̄ is included here.

We show the angular distribution of the top quarks
Figs. 9. It can be seen that the final-state interaction incre
the top quark distribution in the forward direction forPe2

51. This is consistent with our argument in Sec. III B sin
in leading-order approximationt and t̄ have their spins
aligned perfectly in then̂i direction for thise2 polarization.
Oppositely we see that the final-state interaction decrea
the top quark distribution in the forward direction forPe2

521. We note that the top quark has a natural polarizat
P.20.4n̂i for unpolarizede1e2 beams. Hence, the sign o
the correction is the same as in thePe2521 case. Also we
show corrections to the top quark polarization vector in F
10. Although the qualitative behavior meets our expectati
the magnitude of the correction is rather small. Note t
dPa vanishes forPe2561 sinceCi

0561.
Next we investigate the irreducible~nonfactorizable! cor-

rection that stems from the Coulomb interaction betweet̄
andb. The correction factorj(p,E,xl ,cosult) given in Eqs.
~40!–~43! depends on four parameters, two of which spec
the lepton configuration:xl and cosult . Therefore, we will
examine the dependence ofj on these two parameters fo
several (p,DE) combinations. We fix the top quark momen
tum p to be the peak momentum of the distribution for ea
DE; hence its values are slightly different for the two n
merical approaches, see the top quark momentum distr
tions in Fig. 8. Shown in Fig. 11 are three-dimensional pl
of j as a function ofxl and cosult . One can see that in th
figuresj takes comparatively large positive values for eith
‘‘small xl and cosult.21’’ or ‘‘large xl and cosult.11.’’
Oppositely, in the other two corners of thexl –cosult planej
becomes small or becomes negative for smallerDE. The
typical magnitude ofj is 10–20 %, which would be a rea
sonable size for anO(as)5O(b) correction. This behavior
holds also true forj at p off the peak of the top quark
momentum distribution. These features of the correction f
tor j are consistent with our qualitative argument in Sec.

We made a cross check of our numerical results forj by
numerically integratingj3G t

21dG t→bl1n /dxldV l over the
lepton energy-angular variables*dxldV l and comparing to
the final-state interaction corrections to top quark moment
distribution given in Refs.@10,19#. It is seen that in Figs. 8
and 9 the coordinate-space approach and the momen
space approach produce slightly different results. In parti
lar the normalization of the cross sections differ at lower c
energies, 0&DE&2GeV, whereas the differences decrea
at higher energies. The cause of the differences can be tr
back to the different short-distance QCD potentials e
ployed in the two approaches. As we will discuss in Sec. V
this difference is formally counted as higher order beyo
our approximation, and at present it should be taken as
uncertainty of the theoretical prediction.

red
e
threshold (E5As22mt) when we compare different potentials i
the literature.
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FIG. 8. Top quark momentum distributionsds/duptu obtained from Eq.~36! for various c.m. energies measured from the lowest-ly
resonance,DE5As2M1S . Solid lines and dashed lines represent the distributions with and without the final-state interaction betweet and

b̄ (da), respectively. We setPe250. The left figure corresponds to the coordinate-space calculation, the right one to the momentum
calculation.
ta
.

s
n

pro-
VI. OBSERVABLE PROPER TO TOP DECAY PROCESSES

As we have seen in the previous section, the final-s
interactions affect thel 1 distribution in top quark decays
te

The correction factorj depends on the kinematical variable
of both the top quark andl 1, and destroys the factorizatio
of the cross section Eq.~23!. In this section we define an
observable which depends only on the top quark decay
FIG. 9. Top-quark angular distributionds/d cosute obtained from Eq.~36! for various electron polarizationsPe2. Solid lines and dashed

lines represent the distributions with and without the final-state interaction betweent and b̄ (da), respectively.
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FIG. 10. Final-state interaction correction to then̂i component of the top quark polarization vectordPa for Pe2510.8 ~solid line!, 0
~dash line!, 20.8 ~dot-dash line!.
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c-
cess (dG t→bl1n /dxldV l of a free polarized top quark!.6 It is
a differential quantity dependent on thel 1 energy-angular
variables.

From Eq. ~40! one sees that the correction factorj is
invariant under the simultaneous transformations of the
gular variables

cosuWl→2cosuWl , cosu l t→2cosu l t , ~52!

sincez6 is invariant. This invariance may be understood
follows. The soft-gluon factor, which represents the fin
state interaction in diagram~b! ~Fig. 6!, does not depend on
the l 1 momentum as long as theW1 momentum is kept
fixed. One sees that accordingly the integrand of Eq.~39! is
independent of thel 1 energy and angle. The dependence
these variables enters only through the phase-space int

6This property is true only up toO(as)5O(b) corrections and
may be violated by yet uncalculatedO(as

2) corrections.
n-

s
-

n
ra-

tion over fbl for a given l 1 configuration. Therefore, one
may reverse thel 1 momentum in thet rest frame without
affecting the phase-space integration, thereby keeping
whole functionj also unchanged. The above transformatio
Eq. ~52! are essentially this reversal of thel 1 momentum.
~Due to the form of the integrand, there are extra degree
freedom for the transformation of thel 1 direction, see be-
low.!

Using Eq.~43!, the above transformation can be writte
as a transformation of the lepton energy and angle as

xl→xl85S 11y

y
2

1

xl
D 21

, n̂l→n̂l8. ~53!

Here, n̂l5pl /upl u denotes the unit vector in the direction o
l 1 in the top quark rest frame. The choice ofn̂l8 for flipping
the sign of cosult(cosult→2cosult) is not unique. We rep-
resent byn̂l8 an arbitrary one of those choices. The produ
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FIG. 11. Three-dimensional plots ofj as a function ofxl(x axis! and cosute(y axis! at the peak momenta of theupt̂u-distribution in Fig.
8: DE50 GeV andDE55 GeV.
hi
a
l-

ity
t of
hat
tion cross section of the top quark is not affected by t
transformation since the top quark kinematical variables
not involved. The important point is that neither the fina
state interaction correction is affected by it.
s
re

Now, using this invariance, we first construct a quant
that has the simplest structure from the theoretical poin
view, and afterwards we present an improved quantity t
will be more useful for practical purposes. Let us define
ty is
n. In

i-

etically.
A~xl ,n̂l•P, n̂l8•P![Fds~e1e2→t t̄→bl1nb̄W2!

d3ptdxldV l
G Y Fds~e1e2→t t̄→bl1nb̄W2!

d3ptdxldV l
G

xl→x
l8 ,n̂l→n̂

l8

. ~54!

The production cross section and the correction factorj cancel in the numerator and denominator. As a result, this quanti
independent of the top quark momentumpt and is determined only from the free polarized top quark decay cross sectio
fact, using Eq.~49!, we find that

A~xl ,n̂l•P, n̂l8•P!5FdG t→bl1n~P!

dxldV l
G Y FdG t→bl1n~P!

dxldV l
G

xl→x
l8 ,n̂l→n̂

l8
~55!

holds up to~and including! O(as)5O(b) corrections. Note that the polarization vectorP, which specifies the decay distr
bution, includes the correction induced by the final-state interaction betweent and b̄; see Eq.~51!.

Since we take a ratio of differential cross sections in the definition ofA in Eq. ~54!, this quantity would suffer from a large
statistical error experimentally. Meanwhile, this quantity is predicted to be dependent only on a few variables theor
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@See Eq.~55!.# This means that we may integrate out the irrelevant kinematical variables before taking the ratio and re
statistical uncertainty.7 For instance, we may choosen̂l852n̂l8 and define

Ā~xl ,a![

E d3ptdV ld~ n̂l•P2a!Fds~e1e2→t t̄→bl1nb̄W2!

d3ptdxldV l
G

E d3ptdV ld~ n̂l•P1a!Fds~e1e2→t t̄→bl1nb̄W2!

d3ptdxldV l
G

xl→x
l8

. ~56!

Here, the top quark polarization vector in the delta functions should be evaluated as a function ofpt according to Eqs.
~26!–~28!, ~38!, and~51!. The numerator and denominator, respectively, depend on two external kinematical variables
other variables are integrated out.

Again using Eq.~49!, one finds thatĀ is determined solely from the free polarized top decays

Ā~xl ,a!5FdG t→bl1n~P!

dxldV l
G

n̂l•P5a
Y FdG t→bl1n~P!

dxldV l
G

xl→x
l8 ,n̂l•P52a

. ~57!

This is a general formula that is valid even if the decay vertices of the top quark deviate from the standard-model form8 We
see that the quantityĀ(xl ,a) preserves most of the differential information9 contained indG t→bl1n /dxldV l .
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VII. DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss three different issues relevan
our work. These are the difference between the coordin
space and momentum-space potentials, the misassignme
the top quark momentum, and the disappearance of the fi
state interaction corrections at the various levels of inclus
cross sections.

As we saw in Sec. V, our numerical results obtained fr
the coordinate-space calculations and those obtained
the momentum-space calculations differ slightly, although
the qualitative features are common. The difference can
traced back to the difference in the short-distance part of
QCD potentials used in the two approaches.

Let us remind the reader how each potential is construc

7Consider a ratio of certain physical quantities which depend o
set of kinematical variables

R5
X~fi!

Y~fi8!
,

wheref i denotes a point in the phase space, andf i8 is obtained by
a transformation from it,f i85f8(f i). Whenever the ratioR takes
the same value in a subspaceU of the whole phase space, we ma
take sum over the subspace before taking the ratio

R5
(i,U X~fi!

(i,U Y~fi8!

.

8Note that, quite generally, energy-angular distributions ofl 1

from free polarized top quarks have the form

dGt→bl1n~P!

dxldV l
5F0~xl !1~ n̂l•P!F1~xl !.

9According to its construction, it satisfies the relation

Ā~xl ,a!•Ā~xl8 ,2a!51.
to
e-
t of
al-
e

m
ll
e
e

d

~in the short-distance regime!. The large-momentum part o
the momentum-space potentialVJKT @4,5# is determined as
follows. First the potential has been calculated up to
next-to-leading order in a fixed-order calculation. The pote
tial is then improved using the two-loop renormalizatio
group equation in momentum space. On the other hand,
short-distance part of the coordinate-space potentialVSFHMN
@3# is calculated by taking the Fourier transform of the fixe
order potential in momentum space, and then the potenti
improved using the two-loop renormalization group equat
in coordinate space. Thus, the two potentials arenot the Fou-
rier transforms of each other. Only the leading and next-
leading logarithmic terms of the series expansion in a fix
modified minimal subtraction scheme (MS̄)-coupling are the
same for the two potentials. The difference begins at
next-to-next-to-leading order terms.~The nonlogarithmic
term in the two-loop fixed-order correction.!

To make a clear comparison, the two potentials are F
rier transformed numerically and we examine their diffe
ence both in coordinate space and in momentum space.
show the effective charges defined as

acoor~1/r !5~2CF /r !21V~r !, ~58!

amom~q!5~24pCF /q2!21Ṽ~q! ~59!

in Fig. 12, which clearly demonstrates that there is a n
negligible difference between the potentials. The oscillat
behavior ofVSFHMN in Fig. 12~b! is an artifact due to the
discontinuity in the second derivative of the coordinate-sp
potential, which is located at the continuation point of t
perturbative potential to a long-distance potential. As alrea
stated, the coordinate-space potentialVSFHMN follows the
form required by the two-loop renormalization group equ
tion in the short-distance region, whereas the momentu

a
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FIG. 12. The effective charges~a! acoor(1/r ) and ~b! amom(p) defined via the potentials in coordinate space and momentum sp
respectively.VJKT @4,5# andVSFHMN @3# represent the potentials used in the momentum-space approach and the coordinate-space a
respectively.
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space potentialVJKT follows the form required by the two
loop renormalization group equation in the large moment
region.

In principle we may reduce the difference by includin
the two-loop finite correction and invoking the three-lo
renormalization group improvement@29#. We shall not do so
in this paper, because there are a number of other correc
of the same order of magnitude which are not calculated
We will study the difference of the two approaches in mo
detail in a forthcoming paper.

In Sec. IV C we assumed a perfect assignment of the
quark momentum in cases~A! and ~B! for defining the dis-
tribution formula, Eq.~49!. In real experiments, however,
misassignment of the top quark momentum will be inevita
whenever there is real gluon radiation in the final state
cause of the typical jet-clustering algorithm that will be use
For instance, when a gluon is indistinguishable from ab jet,
the top quark momentum reconstructed by clustering may
off shell; rather grouping the gluon on the other side~with b̄)
would result in an on-shell momentum.10 Reference@10#
studied how this misassignment alters the top quark th
momentum distribution near threshold and found that
correction is less than a few percent; the clustering algori
assumed in that paper, however, is somewhat unrealistic.
effect of the misassignment was also studied in Ref.@30# in
the open-top-quark region (As@2mt) using a Monte Carlo
generator and with more realistic experimental assumptio
It was shown that the effects on the top quark invariant-m
distribution and on the angular distributions are substantia
As5400GeV~for mt5175GeV) and increase in magnitud
and in complexity as the c.m. energy is raised. Clearly, in
case, we need more detailed studies to see how a sim
effect may influence our results. For this purpose, stud
based on a Monte Carlo generator that produces the f
differential distribution including the fullO(as) corrections
near threshold would be necessary.~See also Ref.@12# for

10There is no ambiguity in assigning the gluon to the product

of t t̄ since real gluon radiation in the top quark production proc
is suppressed near threshold.
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analyses on the radiative color flows fromt, t̄ , b, and b̄

close to thet t̄ threshold.!
In the course of calculating the final-state interaction

fects on the lepton energy-angular distribution, we found t
the final-state interaction betweenb and b̄ vanishes@dia-
grams~c! and~d!# if we add the corresponding real-emissio
diagram as well as if we integrate over the top quark ener
This fact was already conjectured in Ref.@19# on account of
an estimate of the Coulomb energy betweenb and b̄. Nev-
ertheless the same final-state interaction modifies the
quark energy distribution. As a similar phenomenon one m
be reminded of the cancellation of final-state interactions~in-
cluding also those betweent and b̄) in the totalt t̄ produc-
tion cross section, despite the modification of the top qu
three-momentum distribution. In fact the cancellation
final-state interactions is a general feature known in a w
class of inclusive hard scattering cross sections both in Q
and QCD.11

It may be worth summarizing here at which level of i
clusiveness the effects of the final-state interactions canc
the various cross sections in our particular process, top qu
pair production near threshold, and its subsequent de
This is shown in Table I. Note that there are three typi
mass scales involved in this process: the top quark massmt ,
the inverse Bohr radiusasmt , and the Coulomb energy be
tween thet t̄ pair as

2mt . We show in the table the typica
momentum scale of the gluon in each diagram.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we considered the differential distribution
l 1 from the semileptonic decay of the top quark, where
parent top quark is produced ine1e2→t t̄ near threshold.

n

s

11For example, it is found in Refs.@21–24# that the final-state
interaction correction to the invariant-mass distribution ofW
changes sign above and below the distribution peak and that
correction vanishes upon integration over the invariant mass. Fo
enlightening discussion on related problems, see also Ref.@31#.
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TABLE I. Vanishment or nonvanishment of final-state interaction diagrams in the various inclusive
sections. The plus sign shows there is a noncancelled contribution from the diagram to the corresp
cross section, while ‘‘vanish’’ shows the cancellation of contributions from the diagram to the correspo
inclusive cross section. For details, see Sec. IV B.

Inclusiveness Diagram~a!/~b! Diagram~c! Diagram (d)1(e)* (f)

fully differential 1 1 1

top energy integrated 1 vanish vanish
s tot(s) vanish vanish vanish
typical gluon momentum asmt as

2mt as
2mt
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Particularly, we have calculated the final-state interact
corrections~rescattering corrections! to the energy-angula
distribution of leptons in the top quark decay. Also we ha
explicitly written down thel 1 energy-angular distribution
ds(e1e2→t t̄→bl1nb̄W2)/d3ptdxldV l including the full
O(as)5O(b) corrections near threshold.

We presented numerical studies of the various effects
the final-state interaction corrections. All numerical resu
can be understood qualitatively from intuitive pictures. A
tractive forces betweent andb̄ and betweent̄ andb modify
not only the momentum distribution ofbW1 or b̄W2 system
but also the top quark polarization vector and the lep
energy-angular distribution.

~i! The effect of Coulomb-gluon exchange betweenb̄ and
t, when integrated over theb̄W2 phase space, can be r
garded as a correction to the top quark production proc
The effect can be incorporated by modifying the top qu
production cross section and the top quark polarization v
tor. The top quark momentum distribution is shifted to tak
smaller average momentum due to the attraction byb̄. Also
since b̄ is emitted preferably in thet spin direction, the at-
traction generates a cosute distribution of the top quark as
well as modifies the top quark polarization vector.

~ii ! The Coulomb interaction betweenb and t̄ causes a
nonfactorizable correction with respect to the production a
decay processes of the top quark. It generates an ene
angle-correlated correction to the lepton distributio
Namely, thel 1 distribution is deformed in favor of the kine
matical configurations ‘‘smallEl and emitted int̄ direction’’
or ‘‘large El and emitted int direction,’’ which can be un-
derstood as originating from the attraction ofb in the direc-
tion of t̄ .

~iii ! Corrections from the gluon exchange betweenb and
.

n

e

of
s

n

s.
k
c-
a

d
gy-
.

b̄ turn out to vanish when the top quark energy is integra
out.

Without the nonfactorizable effectj, the l 1 angular dis-
tribution is dependent only on the polar angle from the p
larization vector of the parent top quark in its rest frame. T
final-state interaction brings in another direction into t
problem, the direction oft̄ , which is a completely new fea
ture in comparison to the decays of free polarized top qua

In order to study the decay properties of top quarks n
the t t̄ threshold, it is desirable to extract the part which
specific to the top quark decay process alone. In the cas
semileptonic decay, we defined a quantity which depe
only on the decay distribution of a free polarized top qua
The part which depends on cosute and cosult is dropped
using the transformation of thel 1 energy and angle which
leaves the final-state interaction unchanged. Thus, we
cover a differential quantityĀ(xl ,n̂l•P) dependent only on
the lepton energy and the lepton angle from the parent
quark polarization vector.

This quantity will be useful from the theoretical point o
view. It can be calculated from the decay distribution of fr
top quarks without including the bound-state effects or
final-state interaction corrections that are typical to t
threshold region. Therefore, a variety of former studies
free top quark decays may also be applicable in thet t̄
threshold region, where highly polarized top quarks a
available with the largest cross sections.
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